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As a material right to control such comprehensive issues as corporate 
assets, operation, development and staffing, corporate control is deemed as the 
core of corporate legal system and a focus of jurisprudential circle and legal 
practitioners. In listed companies or unlisted limited liability companies or 
limited liability companies in China, it is not uncommon to find contentions for 
corporate control and corporate controllers’ infringements on the interests of 
shareholders and corporate creditors. 
Abuse of corporate control right is a difficult and stubborn problem in the 
Chinese commercial field. It has become intensified in recent ten years with the 
development of company system in China. Fight for control right in well-known 
enterprises is like a great show for most of the public, but I often feel regretted 
for those companies which are likely to become leaders in the market for 
hundreds of years coming to an end due to abuse of and fight for corporate 
control right. 
In this case, it is of great significance to systemize the legal regulations of 
control right abuse in our current legal systems, refer to relevant experiences in 
foreign countries and further improve our legal regulations for such abuse. 
I have worked on commercial law and practiced for long time and thus 
analyze such abuse from the perspective of commercial law. For abuse of 
corporate control right, its concept, nature and causes are discussed through 
combining practices and theories and using legal analysis and comparison so as 
to give conclusions and solutions to such abuse in legal systems and daily 
practice upon comparison of legal regulations for abuse of control right in 
Chinese and foreign law systems. 
Chapter I of this paper first analyzes the theoretical basis of generation of 













 a description about the cause of corporate control right abuse as well as its 
definitions and types. 
Chapter II puts emphasis on types of control right abuse and summarizes 
the main causes of such abuse. 
Chapter II and Chapter III detail the legal regulations of corporate control 
right abuse in China, U.S., Great Britain and German respectively and discuss 
the advantages and disadvantages of each solution. 
Chapter IV concludes the main causes for control right abuse and proposes 
recommendations of improving legal regulations in combination with my 
experience and understanding in daily work. 
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